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Course outcome (Cos) for Homoeopathic graduates of the institute 

I st B.H.M.S. 
 

Physiology  including  biochemistry  

1. Student should able to know  normal functioning of different human     system, with applied 

physiology. 

2. Student should have normal understanding of basic biochemistry test like urine 

noramalconstituents, abnormal  constituents & should know normal values of all biochemistry 

tests as per standard requirement. 

3. Student should be able to get basic knowledge of history taking, &he should be able to do proper 

physical  examination on normal human subject. 

4. Student should be able to read normal graphs used in clinical practice   like ECG., different muscle 

curves , perimetry, snellen’s chart etc. 

 

Anatomy 

1. Student should  able to define the anatomy terms used to refer to the body in terms of direction 

& geometric planes. 

2. Student  should describe the structure & function of cellular oraganelles.  

3. Student should able to describe the structure & its surrounding relations 

4. Student should  able to describe gross & microscopic anatomy of the structure. 

5. Student should able to describe blood supply, venous drainage ,lymphatic&nurve supply of the 

anatomical structure . 

6. Student should know the functions & diseases of the structure. 

7. Student should able to explain each & every system & structure in detail. 

 

Pharmacy 

1. Student should able to describe History of Pharmacy with emphasis on emergence of 

Homoeopathic Pharmacy. 

2. Student should be able to describe the concept of official Homoeopathic Pharmacopoeia. 

3. Student should be able to describe Classification of Homoeopathic medicines according to their 

Botanical & Zoological natural orders. 
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4. Student should understand the concept of drug Dynamisation /potentisation, Doctrine of 

signature, Posology, Prescription writing, concept of placebo, and various routs of Homoeopathic 

drugs administration & dispensing of medicines. 

5. Student should understand the concept of Drug Proving, Quality control & legislations pertaining 

to Homoeopathic Pharmacy. 

 

Organon of Medicine  

1. Student should able to describe Evolution of medical practice of the ancients.  

2. Student should able to write short history of Hahnemann’s life, his contributions, & discovery of 

Homoeopathy. 

3. Student should able to identify Fundamental Principles of Homoeopathy, basic concepts of 

health, disease, cure.  

4. Student should able to understand the Basics of Psychology. 

 


